
>> Welcome, everybody.  We're so happy that you chose to participate in this presentation just because 
we're really excited about Student Voice.  It's something that all of us feel passionately about.  My 
name's Karen Neifer.  I work for the DCIU.  It's in Delaware County, right outside of Philadelphia.  So I'm 
pleased to introduce our folks that are gonna talk today.  We have two teams here, Upper Darby High 
School.  They're right outside Philadelphia.  And then Sun Valley High School from Penn-Delco School 
District.  They're just a little bit farther down the road from Philadelphia.  You can see some bridges that 
will cross over into Philadelphia basically from the roads outside from the classroom.  So I'm going to 
introduce the team.  We have Amanda Wessel.  And Mandy teaches ... I'm sorry, do you want Amanda 
or Mandy?  Okay, Amanda.  I call her Mandy.  Her official name is Amanda.  And Amanda teaches film 
and English.  And then we have Mike Pazinski, I'm sorry.  And Mike teaches ... 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] literature. 
 
>> Literature. And then Christa Palladino.  She teaches ninth grade English at Upper Darby High School.  
And then seated here is Trish Malachevski.  She teaches advanced placement psychology.  So those are 
the folks that are going to speak with you today about something really interesting that we did back in 
the winter.  We held a student symposium to really encourage Student Voice across different schools 
across our area. Amanda is going to speak first.  So here ya go. 
 
>> All right.  Thanks to Karen.  So yes, my name's Amanda Wessel.  I'm from Sun Valley High School.  So 
just to give you a little bit of a background of what Karen was refering to.  In February, we actually 
hosted a student symposium at Upper Darby High School where some different area schools came 
together with their student teams, or some were just forming student teams, just to collaborate with 
each other and to share ideas and see what was working in their schools.  Mike's gonna be talking later 
about the advantages of having a symposium or attending a symposium.  So we'll touch on that later.  
But basically, we're going to be encouraging Student Voice.  How many people have student teams 
already?  Okay, good.  And even if you don't, it's a great place to start if you want to form a student 
team and get some ideas by going to the symposium.  Changing school culture and I know we're talking 
a lot about culture in a lot of the sessions here.  So we'll touch on that as well.  And then utilizing your 
student team.  And I think that's the most important part because as we know, kids listen to each other.  
And if the kids feel invested and feel like they're making decisions, that is very powerful.  So what I 
always like to reiterate is if your kids, if your students don't feel like they are a part of making these 
changes, they're gonna think it's just a thing, like the old people are giving us these new rules or 
whatever.  And they're not gonna be invested.  So I think using them is really, really important.  So we're 
gonna talk all about that.  I know it's right after lunch.  I was a little concerned.  I went, "Ugh, we have 
the after-lunch session." And we're sugar crashing from that delicious dessert that we had.  So we're 
gonna try to be so super exciting that you will not fall asleep at all.  So I'm gonna give a little bit of 
background of Sun Valley High School.  Usually when people hear the name Upper Darby, they recognize 
that.  A lot of times, even in Delaware County, people don't know who Sun Valley is, which is kind of 
funny.  But we're pretty small.  We have roughly 1,100 students.  It's a suburban setting.  It's a very blue 
collar, very small-town feel to it.  Our foundation year was 2011, 2012.  And eventually after going 
through the whole process of forming a PBIS team, we became a model school, a model site.  So we 
were able to host a lot of different schools who would come to us, take tours.  And we continue to do 
that now.  And that is how we were introduced to Upper Darby, which was great.  They visited us a few 
years ago and were able to take the tour, see what we were all about.  And then they were able to form 
their own student team.  And they've done really tremendous things.  So that's kind of our background.  
And I'm gonna turn it over to Christa.  And she can tell you a little bit about Upper Darby High School, 
which is also my alma mater, which I love.  So I was so excited when we collaborated.  So here's Christa. 



 
>> Thank you. Hi again. My name's Christa Palladino.  I'm an English teacher at Upper Darby High School 
and I'm the internal PBIS coach.  We're a little bit different in population.  We have about 3,600 students 
in our four grades.  We're more of an urban setting, although we are located in the suburbs of 
Philadelphia.  We have about 65 percent of our population is not white.  We have around 50 percent of 
our population on free and reduced lunch, things of that nature.  So our populations are very different.  
But we implement the same framework.  And so that's the great thing about PBIS is that it's a 
framework and not a program.  And you work with it to fit the needs of your students.  So why you want 
to have a student team.  Like Amanda said, we visited them in our planning year.  And I met their 
student team.  I brought students with me and other members of our core team and met their student 
team.  And their student team was just so excited to just tell us everything about what they did in their 
building for PBIS that the two students that I brought with me said, "We have to do that." Later on in the 
presentation, we'll talk about how we developed our student teams 'cause we do it two totally different 
ways.  So again, depending on your population, how you create your student team is gonna be different.  
So I'm not gonna read this to you 'cause you can read that.  But a couple things.  So Student Voice is so 
important.  Like Amanda said, you don't want adults imposing expectations on students.  So during the 
development of our matrix, our student team looked at the language in the matrix, crossed things out, 
that's an adult word, nobody cares about that.  And they made the matrix their own.  And so the matrix 
that's now all over our building is in student-friendly language because the students made the language 
for it.  Some other things.  Because we're a large school and because we're kind of urban, we kind of end 
up in the news paper every once in awhile for not so nice things.  And so the kids wanted to increase 
school pride.  So we do a lot of pride activities to kind of get it out there in the community that what you 
see in the newspaper's not the only thing that we do.  One of the things they want to do for next year.  
So we just had a teacher appreciation luncheon on Tuesday.  It was for home and school did it, paid for 
it and all that.  But our kids set it up, gave us the food, cleaned up, did all those things.  So we just had a 
meeting yesterday and they said, "Can we do more things like that for the staff?" So they want to make 
a welcome back gift that's personalized for every teacher for next year.  And they also want to do coffee 
Fridays.  I don't know if we can afford to do coffee every Friday, but maybe once a month.  And so they 
said, "Well, we can fundraise.  We can ask the superintendent if you guys can wear jeans on Fridays.  
And then the teachers are really paying for their own coffee." I said, "That's a great idea.  Let's get it." 
Something else that they came up with.  So Student Voice again is really important.  They like to 
fundraise.  They like to find money to get things going.  So the women in the audience probably know 
who Alex and Ani, the bracelets.  So one of the girls on my student team found a vendor that makes 
them, designed it herself, went through the whole process with the vendor of getting the price quote, 
made order forms, made flyers.  So the bracelets were $10 to make.  They sold them for 20.  And it was 
all student-run.  The only thing I did was kind of e-mail it out.  So something that Karen said to me earlier 
was, "Your kids really just take things and run." And I said, "Yeah, because I tell them every day, 'This is 
your 4 years.  The only thing I'm here for is to help you facilitate to get it through.'" And so they do a lot 
more because of that. 
 
>> And just to add on to the benefits, like what Christa was saying about the students having that 
rapport with you or that relationship with you where they feel like they can tell you things about the 
school.  A couple years ago, one of my favorite examples is, one of our female students came to us and 
said, "The bathrooms are really gross.  I just found a breakfast sandwich on the toilet." And we would've 
never known that because we don't go into the student bathrooms.  So little things like that, they'll feel 
comfortable telling us.  And maybe having us pass it along to administration.  They know that we're kind 
of the liaisons.  So having the student team is really important that way.  And then, I say this all the time, 
but I think the other thing about having a student team and working with them directly, we're both the 



student team leaders, we work directly with our student teams, is, I think, it's probably everyone's 
favorite part of teaching or why we decided to get into it.  It's definitely not the pay.  And it's definitely 
not to do testing or any of that.  It's to work with the kids and see them make these great changes.  And 
on days where I'm really not feelin' education and I'm just miserable or there's kids in my class just 
drivin' me crazy, I get reinvigorated by working with those kids.  And the other thing is you might get to 
interact with kids that you don't normally see.  So some of my favorite kids, who I have the best 
relationships with, I never have in class in 4 years.  Never taught them.  But through PBIS, I've gotten to 
be close to them.  I also get to know AP kids.  I don't teach AP.  So it's just really nice to be able to work 
with a diverse population and not just see the kids only in your class.  All right.  We have some videos for 
you that we had our students collaborate on.  So it will kind of give you a little bit of an idea of kind of 
what we're all about.  
 
[VIDEO START] 
 
>> PBIS is such a wonderful program we have here at Sun Valley. Our committee does so many things 
around the school.  We create incentives for having positive behavior.  We speak at assemblies.  We 
organize pep rallies and so much more. 
 
>> I'm one of the teachers who works directly with the PBIS student team at Sun Valley.  And my favorite 
part about that is getting to collaborate with the students directly.  They give us feedback about what 
improvements need to be made in the school.  And you really develop great relationships with them. 
 
>> When I think about educating students, I think about more than just teaching them the history 
content.  I think about how I can get them involved in the school and get them excited about learning.  I 
want them to learn skills that they're gonna be able to use for the rest of their lives. 
 
>> PBIS is shared to our school by things such as our matrixes, which are posted on every wall and show 
us how we are supposed to act, talk and respect others in that certain environment. 
 
>> In terms of what I've seen PBIS do for the school, there's definitely a culture change.  People are 
much more open to discussion about what's going on in terms of discipline, in terms of classroom 
management.  Things run a lot more smoothly. 
 
>> We have the opportunity to see what Sun Valley did at their school.  And they kind of became our 
mentor.  So I loved the Student Voice part when we went to visit at their school.  And so we used that 
idea at Upper Darby. 
 
>> We thought about it.  We said, "Might be a great idea to bring another high school in." And we were 
able to make this happen.  Amazing experience working with the two high schools.  For me, it was 
amazing experiencing all the students so excited about their experience with PBIS. 
 
>> I had recently been chosen to be on the PBIS team for my senior year next year.  I'll mostly be looking 
forward to, again, to be involved in all the events coming off, especially pep rallies, Turkey Bowl and just 
helping around the school and teaching people. 
 
>> PBIS has meant a lot to me.  Personally, it's changed me as a person.  It has made me more of a 
leader. 
 



>> Not only have I made so many friends, but I've been able to make a change in my school.  And that's 
truly rewarding. 
 
[VIDEO END] 
 
>> Very professional video. 
 
>> Yeah. 
 
>> The video from Upper Darby is ... Again, I'd really like to highlight the students.  This was a student-
written, they scripted it.  They shot all the footage.  They edited it themselves and put it together for our 
opening of school this year. 
 
[VIDEO START] 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
[VIDEO END] 
 
>> So our PBIS at Upper Darby High School, they changed the name to Royal Revolution 'cause they 
didn't think they could get too hyped up about PBIS.  They didn't really know what that meant.  So they 
changed the name.  And Sun Valley calls theirs Pride, correct?  And so the students that made that video 
for the opening of school next year have started creating a script for a culturally responsive video about 
us all being human.  So I'll be excited to see what that looks like.  Okay.  So the role of our student 
teams, I mean, we use our student teams very similarly in some ways, Upper Darby and Sun Valley.  And 
then we do a few things that are different.  But it's kind of funny.  The more and more we collaborate, 
the more ideas we kind of steal from each other.  Spoiler alert, that's another benefit of going to a 
symposium that Mike's gonna talk about later.  But they give advice to the teacher committee.  As we 
said before, I don't think before we started PBIS that kids were very comfortable coming to adults and 
telling them about the problems around the school.  Or even if they were comfortable with it, they 
didn't think that we would care or do anything about it.  So now that we have all these expectations, 
that has improved a lot.  They do participate in the incentive system at our schools.  We both have 
incentives.  You might be going to some sessions during our time here about incentives.  And they're 
great.  They don't necessary have to cost money.  And I'm hoping we can pick up some ideas while we're 
here about incentives that don't cost any money.  But they help to tell us what the kids want 'cause 
again, sometimes the teachers, the adults, think the kids want something.  And they'll say, "That's 
stupid. We don't want that." But sometimes the things they want are simple.  So one of our incentives is 
a 3-minute early-to-lunch pass.  And that is gold to them because there's that rush and that long line.  So 
it's just little things.  But they give us input so that we can inform our decisions about what we're going 
to use as an incentive.  They teach other students the expectations of school.  So we both have a matrix.  
And it's posted all around.  I don't know about Upper Darby.  But at Sun Valley, we actually have grade-
level assemblies in the beginning of the year.  It's usually the first or second week of school.  And each 
grade goes individually.  And our student team stands in front of them and goes through the matrix.  
And they do the do's and don't's and all of the expectations because again, and our principal learned 
this, after the first year he came to our school, he stood up there and said, "Okay.  You can't do this.  You 
can't do that.  Do this.  Do that." And they were not very receptive to it.  But once the kids started 
saying, "Hey, it's cool to act this way, to be respectful and to follow our expectations." It improved the 



culture of the school, that's another thing we're talking about a lot.  And it was just totally different.  
Yes, there ya go. 
 
>> So one thing, I just want to jump in real quickly, is that the students that get on board are great.  We 
have a little bit of a different situation.  So when her kids say, "It's cool to act this way." That's not what 
they say at Upper Darby.  That's not how that works.  I'll give you a little anecdote.  This past week I was 
in the hallway.  And our hallways are very crowded with 3,600 students.  There were two girls standing 
in the middle of the hallway.  And I asked them to move.  The girl didn't even acknowledge my 
existence.  And she said to her friend, "Do I know her?" Right.  And I was like, "Oh, great." I said, "No, 
you might not know me.  But I'm being respectful to you.  So I'd appreciate your respect." She again did 
not acknowledge me.  I don't know who she is.  A boy walked up and said, "Could you not be 
disrespectful? She's just trying to do her job." I was like, "Yes." So it does catch on. 
 
>> That's great, actually.  We improve systems throughout the school, help things to run more smoothly.  
And again, in the other sessions, we're probably gonna talk about being consistent.  And consistent 
expectations and running smoothly that way.  So that in one person's class, it's not different from 
another's as far as what's expected.  So we're all on board with the same things.  We acclimate new or 
transfer students to the PBIS expectations.  That was something that we started probably a couple years 
into having a student team.  One of our members said, "Hey, wait.  What about these kids who are  
transferring in November, December, January?  And they just throw 'em in there.  And they have no idea 
what pride is or what PBIS is or any of that." So whenever we have a new student, we have a couple of 
the student team members take them on a tour and just kind of tell them about our pride matrix.  They 
plan events.  And that's definitely one of my favorite things.  So the pep rallies are a big thing.  And your 
school might have it's own traditional, big event.  For us, it's our Turkey Bowl pep rally.  It's the day 
before Thanksgiving.  It's an early dismissal day.  So everyone gets out at 10:15.  So it's really cool.  
That's pretty much all we do for the whole day.  And we have things like "Pie a Teacher." And we have 
student and faculty dances that we choreograph.  And just all kinds of fun events.  We do one in the 
beginning of the year for homecoming.  So it's just making those events really special.  Again, I don't 
know how it was at Upper Darby, but before we started PBS and the first year that our principal came, 
our pep rallies were really bad.  We literally had kids booing the cheerleaders.  And not in a funny way.  
It was like, "You suck." And really mean.  And no one wanted to cheer.  No one knew where to sit.  It was 
very disorganized.  And it was not cool.  It didn't happen overnight, but after a few years of working with 
the student team and the more invested they became and they saw that they could really take 
ownership and have that experience, it has turned into something where everyone wants to be 
involved.  Same thing with the student team.  I don't think we mentioned this yet.  We're gonna be 
talking about the selection process.  But now kids fight to be on PBIS.  They try to get their friends to 
refer them.  It's like a cool thing to do.  Whereas when we first started, I don't think it was so much. 
 
>> I'll jump in on that one too.  That's the same at Upper Darby. 
 
>> Yeah. 
 
>> Kids come up to me all the time, "Can I join?" And again, we'll go through how we select our 
students, which is very different.  But students constantly, "Can I get on the team? What can I do?" And 
the planning the events is a big thing.  Are we all secondary? No? Okay.  One of the secondary problems 
is attendance and truancy.  And the kids say it's 'cause it's not fun to be here.  Everything is academic.  
Everything is testing.  They had fun in elementary school.  So kids planning events, I mean, they actually 
want to come to school more often in the evenings than they do during the day.  We had a movie night 



where we set up a screen outside.  They all brought blankets.  We watched a movie outside.  It was a 
huge ordeal.  They loved it.  So getting the kids to decide what kinds of events you want to have at your 
school so that they feel connected to the school will increase attendance.   
 
>> The other thing about the student team is they really are the eyes and ears or the pulse of the school.  
And I think with that, that's where when you choose your student team, you do want to make sure that 
you're representing all of the different groups or cliques because each of those groups can really kind of 
feel like what their peers are saying.  For example, at Sun Valley.  The kids who are playing spring sports 
feel really left out because you only talk about fall sports at the pep rally, for homecoming.  So we 
actually added in a pep rally in the spring so that we could recognize spring sports.  And we started 
recognizing academics like they were sports.  Let's call the haiku team and the debate team out and let 
them have their moment too.  So they really will be the ones to let you know what needs to be changed.  
And again, facilitate communication amongst stakeholders.  So again, the peers talk to the student 
team.  And then the student team talks to the teacher team.  And then the teacher team goes to the 
administrators.  So it's really a nice relationship that we have where we're comfortable sharing these 
things with each other. 
 
>> Our student team has absolutely no problem going straight to the administration. 
 
[LAUGHTER] 
 
>> That could be good, I guess. 
 
>> I mean that in a positive way. 
 
>> So for Sun Valley, we do a survey.  For our very first student team, we knew that from going to 
trainings for PBIS that we had to represent all of the groups.  You, again, do not want just the honor 
society kids to be the ones or the typical leaders to be on your team.  It's nice to have them on your 
team.  But if you don't have everyone represented, the kids are not going to buy into it.  We also have, 
we call it a wild card, so to speak.  You have to get a couple of those kids who, they get in trouble a little 
bit.  They might be friends with the knuckleheads.  But you need the king of the knuckleheads on the 
team because again, they need someone to look up to or they're not gonna buy-in.  Now that has 
worked against us sometimes.  The first year it was great.  Our wild card student ended up being one of 
the most positive, productive members of any PBS team that we ever had.  Sometimes we've had to kick 
them off the team.  It just depends.  Some have gotten expelled.  But it's just kind of a chance you have 
to take.  But we do send out a survey to all the staff.  We also have input from the committee itself.  Our 
student team will also recommend people.  But now, it is a tradition where we're chosing the teams a 
little bit earlier.  So we already know next year's senior team.  We're also all seniors at Sun Valley, which 
is, again, a little bit different from Upper Darby.  So it's kind of a rite of passage.  It's this thing that they 
look forward to doing.  But kids will approach the team members and say, "Can I be your pick for next 
year?  Can you recommend me?" So we've been doing that.  Now this year, again, another benefit of 
collaborating with another district in your area, after seeing that Upper Darby was really successful with 
having kids apply to be on the team, we actually did let kids apply this year for the first time.  And so we 
did half of our new members are ones that we picked.  And then the other half that applied.  And we 
chose them.  And then Christa can tell you about choosing the team at Upper Darby.   
 
>> So we do things differently of course.  With our student population being so large, we need members 
of all the different grade levels and all the different cliques like she said.  So we did an open call.  We did 



an application process.  So we sent out flyers in homeroom to advertise.  They picked up an application 
in their grade level center.  They had to get teacher recommendation signatures.  So they put a lot of 
information about themselves, why they wanted to get involved, what they liked about Upper Darby, 
what improvements they thought Upper Darby needed, whether or not they were available during the 
summer because summer work with the student team, I think, really is imperative to the beginning of 
your school year being successful.  After we did the application process, then they came in for an 
interview not during school hours.  That was pretty much just to see how dedicated or committed that 
they were.  And pretty much anybody that came to the outside-of-school-hour interview got on the 
team.  We didn't turn anybody away.  But we did get applications where the kids didn't then come for 
the interview.  During that summer, I think there were maybe 12 days during the summer, some days for 
only a couple hours, some days a little bit longer.  Bought them pizza a couple times.  If you feed kids, 
they'll do anything you want for them.  So like I said, it is all grade levels.  The other thing is that we have 
a lot of extracurriculars at Upper Darby.  We have a lot of music groups whether or not they're choral or 
indoor drumline or whatever it is, we have tons of those.  We have tons of athletics.  So kids that 
wanted to be on the team but had a responsibility or commitment to something else, it kind of flows 
back and forth.  So I have some people in the fall that I don't see during play season because they're in 
the play.  I have other kids that are in marching band.  So I don't see them in the fall.  But as soon as 
marching band's over, then they're there for the rest of the year.  And so it's kind of fluid.   There is a 
core team of kids that are always there that come knockin' on my door during the school day and 
everything.  They're all-in.  But at Upper Darby, we wanted them to participate as much as possible to 
feel a part of all of the decision making. 
 
>> And as far as numbers, if you're wondering how big these teams are, at Sun Valley, because we're a 
little bit smaller, we started with 10 to 12, in that range.  Now this year we're going up to 20 to 25 just 
because, as Christa was saying, you have periods during the year where kids aren't available.  So we 
figured the more kids we have, the easier that problem will be to solve.  So it really depends on how you 
want to use your team as far as how big you want it to be.  But starting out we had maybe 10 or 12.  
Now we have 12 now on the current senior team.  And honestly, maybe six of them really plan the 
events and put the effort in.  So we're hoping that next year, with a larger team, it'll be a little bit better.   
 
>> We have about 120 active members. 
 
>> Yeah, theirs is big. 
 
>> That's out of 3,600.  So it's probably comparable if you do the percentage. 
 
>> Yeah. 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] doesn't get recruited. 
 
>> Okay. 
 
>> Okay.  All right.  So getting to the symposium that we had in February.  So we brought our Pride team 
and the Royal Revolution together, together at last.  So this is a picture of them.  And they had just a 
great rapport with each other.  And they got to plan some of the breakout sessions.  So how the 
symposium works was we had a little keynote speech in the beginning where we were all together.  And 
then we had breakout sessions.  And then you flipped and got to go to the other one.  It was a really nice 
experience.  So that was our high school.  And then we also had some middle school participants as well.  



And again, you want to tailor the sessions to their age group 'cause sometimes middle school and high 
school is a little different.  All right.  So I'm gonna hand this over to my colleague, Mike Pazinski.  He 
actually did one of the breakout sessions at the symposium.  So he's just gonna tell you a little bit about 
why you should go to a symposium.  Why you should go to our next symposium that we're gonna have 
in the fall.  We're drumming up a little business.  So here he is. 
 
>> Hi, everybody.  Thanks for comin' out.  One of the things that I loved about the symposium was that 
we had students meeting student counterparts.  We had teachers meeting teacher counterparts.  We 
had administrators meeting administrative counterparts.  And it's great to step outside of your own 
building and see how another building works because if all you're seeing is your own building, you're so 
caught up in your own limitations and your own struggles.  And once you expand your field of vision, you 
start to see so many more possibilities.  And you get to commiserate.  You get to share some of the 
things that are not going well.  Oh, we have a problem with that.  Yeah, we have that problem too.  Oh, 
okay.  Well, how do you deal with it?  How do you deal with it?  So there's a lot that is shared between 
the different teams, the teachers talked with other teachers.  The students talked with each other.  And 
it really worked out well.  So a couple things that I wanted to mention.  Again, getting the view of how 
different teams work.  Amanda and Christa were talking a lot about how seeing the different teams 
operate.  There were plenty of ideas.  I don't really like to think of it as stealing ideas.  I think it's 
appropriation and adaptation.  I handle all of the semantics and buzzwords for our PBIS team.  So I'm 
the wordsmith, indeed.  Branding is very important.  So again, the sense of camaraderie, the shared 
values, the comparison of struggles, successes, techniques was definitely worthwhile.  One of the things 
that was mentioned was having the students give the tour of the building.  Even if it's to staff from 
another building, having the students talk about what they're proud of and what they point out as 
important in their building was huge.  And our students got to see Upper Darby.  And they were amazed.  
The cafeteria's huge.  They have this there.  And that was great.  It was good to hear from them.  The 
students, our seniors were talking with their seniors.  They found out that they're going to some of the 
same colleges.  And now they're friend with each other on Facebook.  And they know more people.  
There was a working lunch, which was great.  Teachers sat with teachers from other districts.  I think, 
Karen, you were the one that forced everyone to split up? 
 
>> Yeah, you had to sit with ... 
 
>> You had to sit with people that were not from your school.  And that worked our really well because 
there were people at my table from Upper Darby.  But there were people from schools that were 
starting out.  And they had a lot of questions for us.  They're like, "Well, your principal's over there.  How 
does it really work? What's the secret to this?  What do you guys do when this happens?" And I was like, 
"Oh, no, no, no, I know that." We could be very honest with each other.  And the students got to hang 
out with each other.  It was very engaging for them because they got to see other kids that care so much 
from another school.  Sometimes they felt like they were carrying the torch for their whole building.  
And they saw students in other buildings with that similar experience.  And it was very invigorating for 
them.  They also got to speak with middle school counterparts.  Our high school team doesn't always get 
a chance to talk to our middle school team.  And they got to interact.  And that was great.  And on the 
bus back, we were sitting with the middle schoolers.  And the high schoolers were going back and forth 
about some interesting things they learned.  Then the middle schoolers were running around and 
touching each other as they are want to do. 
 
>> We are very grateful we don't teach middle school. 
 



>> And my favorite think outside of all that, once we got done for the day, we got back.  And it was right 
at the beginning of the last period of the day.  And we went to the principal.  And we were texting him 
and said, "Do we have to go right back to class?" We want to have a debrief.  And all the teachers talked 
about what they saw.  The students talked about what they saw.  And that was where we could adapt, 
we could appropriate.  We could get things to work for us.  Again, that expanded field of vision just from 
stepping outside of your own building for a little while or stepping outside of your own mindset by 
sharing with the other students, the other staff, the other administrators.  
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> Yeah, can I just share something real quick? 
 
>> Trisha's gonna share somethin'. 
 
>> Just very quickly.  I had an experience with one of the students on our student team.  Another 
student in class said recently something about Upper Darby high school or the kids that go to Upper 
Darby high school.  And that was not nice.  And one of the student team members on PBS that had been 
at the symposium said, "No, no.  I've been at that school.  The school's awesome.  The school's super 
cool." Remember when one of our students came back to your principal and said, "Where do I apply to 
your university?" 'Cause it was huge.  She came back and she had a stitch in her side.  And your students 
only have 4 minutes, how long? 
 
>> Five minutes. 
 
>> Five.  So our school is one wing of their school.  And our students have 4 minutes to get from class to 
class and they're late.  So when they ... 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> Yeah, so when they realized how fast the Upper Darby kids have to get, they have to walk half a mile 
from first to second period.  It was eye-opening.  But I thought it was great that one of our students kind 
of defended the kids that now they were friends with.  They drive by these schools in Delaware County 
constantly.  And they never step foot in the other school.  So that was ... 
 
>> Other than the sports field. 
 
>> Other than the sports field, yeah.  So it was kinda neat.  And that shut the other kid down.  And she 
said, "Well, have you ever been in Upper Darby?  Have you talked to anyone from Upper Darby?" And 
they're like, "Well, no, of course not.  I just saw it on the news," like you were saying.  So the symposium 
really does foster, I think, for teachers and for people that are invested in the students, it fosters our 
conversations, but for them too to realize that we're kinda all in it together, high school.   
 
>> Sorry. 
 
>> And here's the song break.  No.  Anything else we wanted to go to?  Okay.  We're gonna open up for 
questions.  And there are many things that we can talk about, what worked at each of our schools.  If 
you would like to address it to anybody, that's fine.  If you'd like Upper Darby, with a more urban 



population and different sets of challenges of being a larger school or more suburban or what we do for 
incentives, anything that you would like to ask, we're opening it up. 
 
>> And Sun Valley's middle school was there as a participant.  But one of our middle schools, 'cause 
Upper Darby has two middle schools, Beverly Hills Middle School, they were actually a presenter 
because they've had a student team.  And they do things really well.  If you were in their session, I can't 
promote their session because it's in the past, but it was number eight.   
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> Aw, thank you.  And so if you are in middle school and you want to talk to somebody in middle school 
after this, Shelly's here.  She does an amazing job with Student Voice at the middle school level.   
 
>> And Colleen from Larkley's here. 
 
>> And Colleen From Larkley, there ya go.  So their middle school's here too.   
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> One of our elementary schools is actually very excited.  And their vice principal has contacted me 
about starting a Student Voice group at the elementary level.  So I don't know, maybe they'll be here 
next year. 
 
>> Question? 
 
>> Yeah, so ... 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> I'll repeat it, right? 
 
>> Oh, you can repeat it. 
 
>> Thanks.  For a symposium and organizing that, did you, in bringing the classes of the schools 
together, did you have a plan ahead of time that you were going to spend this hour talking about this, 
this hour talking about this?  And did the students plan that and help you plan that?  Or did the teachers 
plan that together from the schools?  And how did you decide to do that? 
 
>> So the question is about planning and organization of the symposium.  And I'm gonna give it to 
Amanda. 
 
>> With the time frames and everything, yes.  We did plan it ahead of time.  And actually, my principal 
and I went over to Upper Darby and met with their principal.  And Christa, we met a few times actually 
beforehand and with Karen to plan our sessions.  And we had a whole online registration that we went 
through.  So yeah, it was planned.  Now of course, the morning of the symposium, it was a snow storm.  
There were late arrivals.  So luckily, we were able to change it to the next day.  That's why we're gonna 



have ours in the fall next year so that we don't have to worry about that.  But yeah, we did plan it.  I 
wouldn't say it was laborious or time consuming.  It was really nice.  Actually the food classes from 
Upper Darby, the culinary school I guess you would call it, they planned the meals and served them.  So 
it was really great.  They really got everyone involved.  The encore singers, their elite group of choir 
members, they sang for us.  So it was a really special experience. 
 
>> Thanks. 
 
>> Yup. 
 
>> When they brought me in, 'cause this was all Amanda's idea, and then decided that we were gonna 
collaborate, we have a large facility.  So I volunteered our large facility.  And then, like she said, because 
sometimes we don't get seen for the great things, we had our culinary department and all that.  So the 
planning took place through Google Hangouts and some face to face.  And it was just time to time, how 
many breakout sessions, because we did breakout sessions?  Who's gonna be in charge?  Who can 
provide the information? 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> I was just about to get to that, yup.  And then once we decided how it was gonna happen and where 
it was gonna happen ... I can't speak for Sun Valley, but on Upper Darby's part, I always put it back in the 
student's hands.  Now what are you gonna do with this?  And so although we were the keynote 
speakers, once they went to the breakout sessions, I was in the back of the room.  And the kids took it 
from there.   
 
>> Thanks. 
 
>> You're welcome.  Other questions?  Oh, go ahead, yeah. 
 
>> Are your videos gonna be available, the ones that you just showed?  They were great. 
 
>> Oh, thank you. The videos, I know ours is on YouTube.  So maybe somehow we can get the link out to 
you or something like that. 
 
>> We can try that, yup. 
 
>> Okay. Yes. 
 
>> Penn-Delco School District. 
 
>> Oh, right. 
 
>> Ours is on the Penn-Delco School District YouTube page.  So if you go PDSD or Penn-Delco School 
District, two words, P-e-n-n, hyphen, Delco and school district, you'll find the channel.  And there's a link 
there.  And Christa, is there ... 
 
>> I was just gonna put our contact information up. 
 



>> Great.  She's gonna put the contact information up.  And you can take a look.  Yes.  Where we goin'?  
Here first? 
 
>> Can you just give suggestions of what sessions the kids actually presented, topics or ... 
 
>> Sure.  So what were the sessions that we had? 
 
>> We have the PowerPoints [INAUDIBLE] utilize the Student Voice.   
 
>> Ours was ... 
 
>> The question was about sessions, which sessions? 
 
>> Yeah.  Our presentation part our kids did was all about their team, what they do, how they got 
started, what they're responsible for in our schools, how to get one going. 
 
>> Right.  So the middle school one was how they formed their team, what they do with their team, how 
to keep the momentum, all of that.  And then we had one about ... I think it was data.  Yeah, data and 
forming decisions.  We didn't even really get to talk about data.  But obviously, especially if you're 
already doing PBIS, you know that data, looking at the data, really does help inform your decisions.  So 
we presented about that just to give some people ideas of ideas you can get from data.  So for example, 
the class cuts.  Whenever we see our write-ups for the month, that's always the number one thing at 
Sun Valley.  That's our biggest problem.  Some people say, "Oh, you're lucky that's the biggest problem 
you have." So we'll design some initiatives where you get rewards for being in class or one month it was 
disrespect.  So we played "Respect" by Aretha Franklin over the loud speaker.  And any time anyone was 
being good while the song was playing, they got a ticket.  So we have a Pride ticket system where they 
have raffles and things like that.  So that's some of the information that we shared at the sessions.   
 
>> Yes? 
 
>> Yeah, my question was about data.  When you were saying after [INAUDIBLE] things got better and 
student involvement got better.  Did you use any student surveys?  Or do you recommend any ... If 
you're talking about Student Voice, how do we know where we're at and then where we went?  And is 
there a data point from a Student Voice perspective that you used? 
 
>> Okay, so the question was about the data in relation to student involvement and Student Voice.  Now 
one of the things that we use for just the regular data, we use SWIS just tracking every kind of behavior 
and seeing what's going on there.  There are student surveys.  There are teacher surveys.  We are very 
big fans of SurveyMonkey and just having things that are shared.  And one of the things that we are 
talking about in expansion, Trisha and I were talking about, our name for it right now is Tag, where 
everyone on the team tags a non-PBIS team member to come to a session and talk to us about what's 
going on in the school, what do they think should be done about problems?  What are the problems that 
nobody's addressing?  So in terms of data that we pull, most of it is in survey form.  But we're trying to 
get a lot of experiential data or at least things that we can have discussion points from.  Trish, were you 
gonna add somethin'? 
 
>> I don't know how many years back, we did a school culture survey with the students where they said, 
"Do you trust the adults in your building?  Do you feel like they're listening to you?  Do you feel like they 



take your concerns to administration [INAUDIBLE]?  Do you feel that they care about you?" All those 
types of things.  So the same idea, it was a survey.  So I don't know if we've revisited that survey 
recently.  That's probably been about 2, 3 years ago.  So it probably would be a good time.  Our student 
team has been, I guess, in effect now about 3 years.  So it probably would be a good time to do a follow-
up survey like that with the kids to see if there's data to show the voice.  I think some of the questions 
were asking, "Do they feel heard?" 
 
>> Right. 
 
>> There's all those voice-type questions.  
 
>> Christa, did you wanna ... 
 
>> So we know PBIS is a data-driven monster, no, I'm just kidding, framework.  And so the staff, we were 
giving them discipline data, discipline data, discipline data.  And the staff said, "Could you stop with the 
discipline data? It's very similar every month.  Could we see some other data?  And so we did start 
pulling things like how many kids were participating in the pride activities that the students were 
creating on their own, things of that nature.  And so the staff enjoyed that data a lot more and still 
glazed over at the discipline data. 
 
>> And if you're talking about just how you know that the culture has changed or how the perception 
amongst the students has changed, I think a lot of it is just through our observation and how many kids 
are showing up to participate in things.  Just the enthusiasm to be on the team itself.  It went from 
something that kids weren't sure about or maybe didn't think was that cool to be apart of to, at least in 
our experience at Sun Valley, that kids really ... I think we had 40 kids, and for us, that's a lot, apply for 
next year to be considered for the team.  And I don't think if we had done that the first year that we 
would've gotten that at all.  I don't think anyone would have wanted to be part of it at all.  So I think just 
the culture and the climate has just gotten a lot more positive.  And we don't hear the kids kind of trash 
talking Sun Valley.  We also make use of a Twitter account.  That's another thing that you might want to 
consider.  So we have a PBS Twitter.  And when they go to events or they're proud of something, we 
tweet it out.  And we have a hashtag and everything.  And I think just by utilizing that, that's also helped 
to change the culture.  And we just teach those expectations about, okay, when you go to a game, you 
don't boo.  This is how you act.  I think, overall, it's just become a lot more positive that way. 
 
>> The 3 to 5 year rollout, was it Brad Shaw, the keynote? Brad Shaw spoke about, at the beginning and 
especially in a more diverse school, it takes definitely that 3 to 5 year rollout.  We're seein' that.  We 
started PBIS in our kindergarten center and then brought it into our elementary schools and then 
brought it into the middle schools and then high school was last.  And our first year of implementation 
was last year.  And the seniors and the juniors were really checked out with it.  The freshman were the 
ones most on board 'cause they had it through middle school.  And now this year, the freshman and the 
sophomores are the most active, I guess, in the activities.  And then the juniors are third.  And then the 
seniors are last.  So I think as it rolls in with years of implementation when they have it from beginning 
to end, they buy in a lot more.  The kids buy in.  And when the kids buy in, that's when the staff says ... 
When we asked the staff, "How can we increase staff buy-in?" They said, "Get the kids to buy in." Once 
the kids are bought in, then they're kind of keeping the staff accountable. 
 
>> Looks like we have time for just one more question.   
 



>> If you had to give us the top two or three key things that you feel are a must to have a successful 
program, what would they be? 
 
>> All right.  Top two or three things to have a successful program.  I know, this is a very ... Admin 
support, if you can get it. 
 
>> And staff buy-in. 
 
>> Staff buy-in.  And part of that is roping in the naysayers.  If you know somebody is going to torpedo 
your program, get them on your side right away.  Tell them, "There's no way to keep this honest without 
you.  Unless we have someone who is a detractor on there telling us where we're going wrong, we can't 
get this right." And so you bring them in on your side.  And they will keep you honest.  But it also really 
helps that you don't have someone talking against you.  Mandy, is there anything you wanted to add.   
 
>> Yeah.  Well, I would also say, again, going back to making sure that everyone is represented.  Not just 
on the student team, but on the teacher team as well.  So at Sun Valley, we have at least one faculty 
member for each department on the team.  So we have a social studies person and a math person.  And 
that way, when we break into our department meetings, we actually give a little PBS update.  And 
sometimes those other faculty members won't complain or something to someone else.  But they are 
comfortable with us, a fellow department member, and saying, "What is going on with this?  When I 
wrote this kid up, how come this didn't happen?" or whatever. 
 
>> Christa. 
 
>> Oh, sorry. 
 
>> I think the number one thing is follow through.  If you're allowing kids to voice their opinion, you 
have to do something with that information.  You cannot just let it lay flat.  So whatever their opinions 
are, you have to validate their opinions and give them, this is what you said, so this is what we're doing 
with it.  If they don't feel like you're doing anything with their opinions, they're gonna stop giving them 
to you.  
 
>> Absolutely.  
 
>> I think we're gonna wrap up.  But before Willow comes up with your code, I just wanted to say, if 
anybody's interested that you're kind of in southeastern Pennsylvania general region, as Amanda said 
before, we are going to host another bigger and better student symposium. 
 
>> And there will be food. 
 
>> Yeah, and there will be food.  So we're not exactly sure if it's going to be late October or early 
November just because we're still planning.  But I do have some some sign-up sheets if you'd like us to 
e-mail you when we have that information.  So if you're somewhat local to Sun Valley, which is in Aston, 
Pennsylvania, we will be able to e-mail you.  So I have these orange sheets.  So before you leave, let us 
know.  And we will contact you.  All right.  So I will turn this over to Willow at this time.   
  


